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Today is 420 Day, aka National Pot Smoking Day. Please make sure you know where
your kids are between 2pm and 7pm today, especially at 4:20pm. A lot of marijuana is
going to be smoked today, and adult supervision will keep your children safe and limit
their exposure to this type of behavior.
Schools: Please watch your search engines today for 420 websites.
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Kelly and Jonathan from Miles To Go Drug Prevention Education have been long time
supporters of MADD Mothers Against Drunk Driving. For the first time, we are
creating a team for the Walk Like MADD 5K in Huntington Beach, CA on May 7th,
2011.
We're a little bit behind on our training, and a little bit out of shape, but Kelly is a 5Ker
and would love it if you would join our team as either a live or a virtual walker. We've
listed everything you need to know about MADD and Walk Like MADD below. You
can join our team by clicking here: Team Miles To Go Drug Prevention Education

Powertalk 21 National Talk To Your Kids About Alcohol Day

Pegasus, Harbor Day
& Sage Hill Parents!
Join us in the Walk
Like MADD 5K

While everyone who
receives this email is
welcome to join our team,
we want to put out a special
push to our fellow parents
from Huntington Beach and
Newport Beach (our home
area.) Below are several

From MADD.org
This Thursday, April 21st, is the first annual PowerTalk 21™, the national day for
parents to start talking with their kids about alcohol.
Looking at research and talking to parents, we found that a lot of parents wanted to
have a conversation with their children about alcohol, but didn't know where to
start...or how to answer the tough questions. Dreading saying the wrong thing, some
parents said nothing at all.
So we wanted to create a national day for parents to start speaking with their kids about
alcohol - that's this Thursday. But more than that, we wanted to give parents the tools
to protect their children from the dangers of drinking.
Since underage drinking kills about 6000 people each year, we want every parent to
initiate a potentially life saving conversation with their children about the negative
effects of underage drinking. But we can't do it alone.
Please go to their website for more information and a free handbook to discuss this
with your kids.
http://www.madd.org/feature-stories/april/us-senate-declares-april.html
http://www.madd.org/underage-drinking/powertalk-21/

local stories about drunk
driving we think you should
read.
Click here to join our team

Newport Coast woman
kills cyclist while drunk
and texting after 15 traffic
citations since 2005
This could have been
Jonathan - he is a cyclist!

Six arrested for
suspected DUI Any of
these could have hit us
with our children in the
car!
Huntington Beach tops
California DUI collisions
list, new report says
JOIN OUR LIST

Keep up with us:

More About MADD & Walk Like MADD
The Following passage comes directly from the MADD
website - click on any of links below to learn more about
MADD:
What is Walk Like MADD?
Walk Like MADD is the signature fundraising event of MADD, the nation's
premier organization working to stop drunk driving, support victims of this
violent crime and prevent underage drinking.
How the Walk Helps
Who is MADD?
Why Does MADD Do a Walk?
What You Can Do To Stop Drunk Driving

